
Beyond the Essentials of 

Writer’s Workshop



Warm-Up
Think of all the reasons 

that you and I have to 

write and create a list. 

Be a writer!

3 minute 

quick write



Goals

Review the components of Writer’s Workshop

Discuss what writers need

Craft a general list of mini-lessons using a template

Locate mentor texts to support your classroom writing

Learn how to be a Writer’s Workshop coach

Adapt the Writer’s Workshop for all writers



Mini-Lessons

 Connection—access prior knowledge

 Teaching—one skill, method, four types: 

 Procedures and Organization (routines) 

 Strategies and Processes 

 Skills 

Craft and Technique 

 Active Involvement—opportunity to practice

 Link—bring closure to the lesson by linking it to what has been previously learned 



Examples of Quality Mentor Texts

Action Action & Small Moment



Mentor Text Selection and Sharing

Activity 4

 Look at the list of mini-lessons you crafted earlier; work 

with a partner or grade level team to select 4-5 mentor 

texts that you already have in your classroom.

Write the title of the book and the mini-lesson on chart 

paper.



Writing Coach-Small Group Work

 In small groups, kids work together to improve their writing and take it up a notch.

 The Architecture of a Small Group:

 Rally Them together

 Activate Prior Knowledge

 Launch/Try It #1

Coach

 Try It #2/Challenge Them

 Link/Teach toward Tomorrow

Small Group

Is not a 

mini-lesson



Adapting the Writer’s Workshop for All 

Learners: Best Practices

 Provide a positive and a negative example  to illustrate a key 
concept or word

Make a concept or strategy clear by giving an accessible example

 Restate a key part of the lesson in simpler language that helps 
make it more comprehensible

 Dramatize key parts of the lesson (Video Link)

 Use visuals 

 Use language stems and sentence frames

https://youtu.be/DaFLC3Efw8k


Adapting the Writer’s Workshop for All 

Learners: Informative/Explanatory Text 

Structure

Simple tools, visuals, and 

graphic organizers can show 

students  what the structure 

and key words are for a 

specific type of writing.  



Want to Book This Workshop?

Contact Us Today!


